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ABSTRACT This research paper proposes a secure opto-audio cryptosystem using XORing mask and

Hartley transform (HT). The digital one dimensional (1D) plainaudio data is converted into two dimensional

plainaudio map (2D PAM) and after that, the 2D PAM is divided into 2D plainaudio blocks (2D PABs). The

basic idea of the proposed opto-audio encryption system depends onXORing each block of the 2D PABswith

a single image selected from a personal image database that can be viewed as a secret key in the proposed

opto-audio cryptosystem. Each block of the mixed 2D PABs is then transposed using the chaotic logistic

adjusted sine map (LASM) and optically encrypted with HT. The XOR and LASM are implemented digitally

while HT implemented optically. An additional XORing mask step helps to remove residual intelligibility

from the 2D PABs, fill in speechless gaps in spoken conversations, and destroy both the pitch and format

details. The utilization of chaotic LASM allows efficient noise immunity. A comparative study is held

between the proposed opto-audio encryption system and other related audio encryption systems in terms

the standard well known encryption metrics. The results have confirmed the efficiency of the introduced

opto-audio encryption system. The proposed opto-audio encryption system security is explored from an

accurate encryption point of view, and tests confirmed the superiority of the proposed opto-audio encryption

system from the encryption point of view.

INDEX TERMS Optical encryption, DRPE, hartley transform.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the fast evolution of recent telecommunication sys-

tems, the field of information security has raised a lot of

serious challenges. Multimedia cryptosystems make use of

various mathematical tools and techniques with the poten-

tial of modifying both statistical and perceptual properties

of multimedia file to look like random [1]–[7]. Such tech-

niques may be classified into optical, chaotic and hybrid

chaotic-optical techniques.

With respect to the optical domain, optical information

security schemes attract a lot interests and become increas-

ingly very important due to their distinct merits like arbi-

trary parameter selection and handling 2D complex data in

parallel at high computational speed [8]. So, it has been

concluded that the optical information processing concept

will result an efficient data encryption methodology [9], [10].

Optical audio cryptosystem techniques are employed using

Fourier transforms, fractional Fourier transforms and random

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Lorenzo Mucchi .

phase encoding. [9]–[11]. The double random phase encod-

ing (DRPE) optical ciphering has become a significant topic

in optical information security field since introduced by

Refregier and Javidi in 1995 [12]. The DRPE is considered

as a well-known optical encryption technique which relays

on the 4-F optical correlator for encrypting a plainimage

as a stationary white noise cipherimage. The random phase

masks serve as ciphering keys are employed in image/Fourier

planes. Since then, several optical image cryptosystems have

been considered like holography [13], optical transforms

[1]–[5], [8]–[15], and interference [18]. In [19], the authors

present a virtual optics scheme to encrypt digital audio using

the virtual optical scheme parameters. This scheme is based

on position sensitivity and virtual wavelength of discrete

Fresnel diffraction in addition to the complex valued random

coverage mask. In [20], the authors present a digital hologra-

phy (DH)-based optical voice encryption scheme. The holo-

gram, containing audio information is optically encrypted

using Fourier transform (FT)-based DRPE. The DH decryp-

tion can reconstruct the plainaudio using the correct parame-

ters. The scheme is proved to an efficient potential security
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tool for voice and useful for other security applications.

In [21], the authors present an optical voice encryption that

employs DRPE in different optical domains like fractional

Fourier, Fresnel, and gyrator transforms. An optical setup

using off-axis digital hologram is applied for recording the

holograms time-series representing the audio wave. After

that, the DRPE in different transforms is applied for encrypt-

ing audio information. It is noted that employing DRPE

with different domains improves the security level. In [22],

the authors present an audio cryptosystem using the cosine

number transform (CNT). The CNT is recursively employed

to blocks of non-compressed digital audio samples. A secret

key is utilized to determine the iteration numbers the trans-

form is employed for each block. The proposed method

is proved to be immune against chosen-plaintext, known-

plaintext, and differential attacks.

With respect to chaotic domain, chaotic maps have high

sensitive to initial conditions. So, they are commonly utilized

in audio cryptosystems [23]. Encryption of audio can be

employed using several ways and implemented to scenar-

ios with manifold needs. In [24], the authors present audio

encryption based on chaotic transposition and a multiplica-

tive non-binary system. In [25], the authors utilize high

dimensional chaotic map for improving the security and key

space of iterative audio encryption scheme. In [26], an audio

encryption package for TV cloud computing is presented. The

encryption of audio is employed using chaotic and multiple

keys with discrete transforms. In [40], the authors present

a speech cryptography scheme based on 2D Zaslavsky and

2D Cat transforms. The speech signal is compressed using

discrete cosine transform (DCT), and then hidden using ran-

dom numbers generated from the 2D Zaslavsky map, and

finally transformed using the 2D Cat map. The proposed

method is proved to give larger key space, good SNR and

more complex dynamical features proofed with good ran-

domness. In [41], the authors present a lossless dual channel

speech encryption using one time keys. The speech signal

is handled using confusion and diffusion operations through

applying chaotic system with modified multi scroll and one-

time keys. The proposed method is proved to give good sta-

tistical properties and large key space that makes exhaustive

key search impractical, good SNR and more complex dynam-

ical features proofed with good randomness. The authors

in [42] have introduced a design for stream cipher encryption

using one-time keys and chaotic maps. The proposed stream

encryption uses the piecewise linear chaotic mapping for gen-

erating a pseudo random key stream sequence. The scheme is

applied for color images and the test results confirm its suffi-

cient security level. Also, it is demonstrated that the encrypted

image is immune with respect to noise, and the scheme is suf-

ficient for color image encryption applications. The authors

in [43] have proposed a color image cipher based on bit-level

transposition using piecewise linear chaotic map (PWLCM)

and high dimension chaotic mapping using Chen system.

Experiment tests of the proposed scheme demonstrated a

good encryption result and enough large key space to be

resistant against various attack types. The authors in [44] have

introduced a proposal for a confusion/diffusion encryption

scheme for grayscale images. The grayscale image rows and

columns are transposed using the piecewise linear chaotic

map (PWLCM)-based arrays. The grayscale image pixels are

transformed into four nucleotides using the deoxyribonu-

cleic acid (DNA). Experiment tests of the proposed scheme

achieved a satisfactory encryption result and enough large

key space to be resistant against various attack types. The

authors in [45] have proposed an image cipher system using

high-dimension Lorenz chaotic mapping and neural network

perceptron model. The proposed method is analyzed and

experimental tests demonstrated its strong security and resis-

tance against various existing attacks.

The authors in [46] introduced a fast transposition-diffusion

image encryption scheme combined with cyclic shift and

sorting permutation. The proposed scheme can guarantee

good transposition performance with low time and space

complexity. Also, the scheme utilizes a parallel diffusion for

achieving a qualitative efficiency enhancement compared to

conventional diffusion schemes. The authors in [47] intro-

duced a chaotic image encryption scheme using a matrix

semi-tensor product (STP) with a complex secret key. The

plainimage pixels are split four blocks at random. Then, the

pixels of each block are processed using Arnold transform

and the four blocks are mixed together to create the scrambled

image. This is followed by designing a complex secret key.

The STP is employed to both the scrambled image and

chaotic sequences to get the encrypted image. The achieved

results demonstrated that the proposal is secure and efficient

compared to other encryption schemes. The authors in [48]

introduced an image cipher using the chaotic technology,

matrix semi-tensor product theorem, and a Boolean network.

A random key stream is produced based on a two dimensional

LASM. The Boolean network is encoded and the Boolean

matrix is produced. After that, the plainimage is scrambled

with the aid of three random position transposing and the

encrypted image is generated using the matrix semi-tensor

product theorem also, a new Boolean network may be pro-

duced through encoding the ciphered image. The experiment

tests ensured that the scheme allows greater security features

in comparison to other encryption schemes. The authors

in [49] introduced a secure image cipher based on the fractal

sorting matrix (FSM) and chaotic pixel diffusing with two

chaotic sequences. The experimental comparisons confirmed

that the proposed scheme is fast and provides a high pass rate

of local Shannon. So, the scheme ensured grater security and

immunity against several attacks.

With respect to chaotic-optical methods [1], [27], chaotic

domain methods are mixed with optical domain meth-

ods. In [1], authors introduce a method to encrypt audio

with a mixture of baker or cat maps and opto encryption.

In [27], the authors transform the digital audio’s data into

2D matrix digital audio termed the sound map (SM). Then

the SM Arnold transformed and encrypted in optics using

DRPE.
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In [50], the authors present a speech encryption scheme

using Collatz conjecture based variable-length encoding. The

proposed method gives good entropy results and larger key

space with higher key sensibility.

The 2D Hartley transform (2D HT) [26] corresponds arith-

metically to a pair of Fourier transformations (FTs), and

results in real valued. Both of 2DHT direct/inverse phases are

correspondent. The 2D HT includes amplitude data, which

spatially illuminated either incoherent or coherent and listed

on intensity medium which is straightforward than the FT

scheme [29]–[31].

In some applications like audio evidence in court and com-

mercial secret talks, digital audio is required to be hidden and

encrypted. The digital sound begins with sampling the input

plain-sound in arranged discrete time intervals and followed

by quantizing the sampled estimations into a discrete spaced

levels number. The standard rate of sampling is 8-48 kHz

[27]. The standard bits number/sample employed for digital

sound is 8-16 bits. Digital sound may be considered like a

digital data stream, it can be represented like 1D data matrix.

The paper presents an efficient optical audio cryptosystem

approach using XORing mask, LASM, and HT-based optical

encryption. The audio is considered like a digital data stream

and represented like 1D data matrix. Here, the 1D data matrix

of digital plainaudio is converted into 2D data matrix of PAM

termed as 2DPAM. the 2DPAM is divided into 2DPABs. The

size of each block of 2D PABs is 4∗4 byte. The XORing mask

procedure is performed by XORing each block of the 2D

PABs with a single image selected from a private database.

The selected image can be considered as an extra key. Each

block of mixed 2D PABs resulted from the XORing mask

procedure is scrambled using LASM and optically encrypted

with HT. Both of XOR and LSLM are implemented digitally

while HT implemented optically. So, the proposed opto-audio

cryptosystem has two stages; the confusion and diffusion

stages. The confusion stage is performed using the chaotic

LASM. The diffusion stage is performed in terms of XORing

mask between each block of the 2D PABs and a single image

selected from a personal image database and optical HT.

At the destination, a HT-based optical deciphering procedure

is followed by the inverse of LASM and the XORing mask

procedures to extract the original 2D PABs.

The main advantages of proposed optical audio cryptosys-

tem using XORing mask, LASM, and HT can be sum-

marized as follows. Firstly, the XORing mask procedure

achieves good diffusion and hence increases the security

level. Secondly, the employment of the chaotic LASM as

a pre-processing transposing phase gives the optical audio

cryptosystem the advantage of the noise immunity. Thirdly,

the 2D HT-based optical encryption provides and increases

the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem physical security.

Fourthly, the chosen image from the private image database

can be considered as an extra secret key in conjunction to

initial parameters of LASM and the main encoding keys of

the 2D HT-based optical encryption. Finally, the 2D PABs do

not provide any visual impact. Table 1 compares between the

proposed opto-audio cryptosystem and other state-of-the-art

methods [19]–[22], [26], [27], [40]–[45], [50].

The paper rest includes the following sections. Sect. II

overviews and introduces the necessary preliminaries regard-

ing the LASM and the 2D HT. Sect. III explains in

details of the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem. Sect.

IV presents the test results. Sect. V presents a comparison

study between the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem and the

related state-of-the-art methods. Conclusions are given

in Sect. VI.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. LOGISTIC-ADJUSTED-SINE MAP (LASM)

A Logistic adjusted Sine map (LASM) is a 2D chaotic map

which is used to scramble the pixels in the 2D PABs. It is

expressed as follows [26]:




xi+1

yi+1



 =





sin [πµ(yi + 3)xi(1 − xi)]

sin [πµ(xi+1 + 3)yi(1 − yi)]



 (1)

where µ ∈ [0, 1]. The LASM is a combination between

Sine and Logistic maps. First, the logistic formula xi(1 − xi)

is multiplied by µ then it is inserted into the Sine map.

After that, the phase matrix is stretched from 1D to 2D.

In the LASM, two inputs are interactively manipulated and

the result (xi+1, yi+1) spread into the 2D phase matrix. It is

more complex in comparison with sine and logistic maps. But

the results are much harder to anticipate [28]. The LASM is a

2D chaotic system that can exhibit and offer a quite complex

chaotic dynamic state and is extremely utilized in encryption

applications. The LASM can exhibit a chaotic behavior if

µ ∈ {1} ∪ [0.44, 0.93] ∪ [0.4, 0.42] ∪ [0.37, 0.38], and the

resulted {xn, yn),n = 0, 1, 2, 3, ....} sequence becomes non-

periodic and so sensible with respect to the input primary

initial values [28], [48]. In this paper, µ = 0.91.

B. THE TWO DIMENSIONAL HARTLEY TRANSFORM

(2D HT)

This section is dedicated for reviewing the optical encryption

scheme with the HT. The HT is introduced in 1942 by Hart-

ley [33] and considered as substitution to the FT. It may be

optically performed without needing the phase and supplies

just the FTs intensity view [29]. The 2DHT for a real function

F(xi, yi) can be computed as [30-32]:

HT(x0,y0) =
+∞
∫

−∞

+∞
∫

−∞

F(xi,yi)cas
[

2π
(

x0xi + y0yi
)]

dxidyi

(2)

The Inverse 2D Hartley transform (HT−1) is computed as:

HT−1(xi,yi) =
+∞
∫

−∞

+∞
∫

−∞

HT(x0,y0)

cas
[

2π
(

x0xi + y0yi
)]

dx0dy0 (3)

where cas = cos + sin.
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TABLE 1. Comparison of the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem using and XORing mask and Hartley transform (HT) and other state-of-the-art
methods [19]–[22], [26], [27], [40]–[45], [50].

As a result for the 2D HT definition, it may be estimated

from two Fourier transforms (FTs) as [29]:

HT(x0,y0) =
+∞
∫

−∞

+∞
∫

−∞

F(xi,yi)cas
[

2π
(

x0xi + y0yi
)]

dxidyi

=
exp( iπ

4
)

√
2

{

FT
[

F(xi, yi)
]

+exp(
−iπ

2
)FT

[

F( − xi, −yi)
]

}

(4)

where FT
[

F(xi,yi)
]

represents the FT of F(xi,yi). The fixed

constant
exp( iπ4 )√

2
may be ignored within the 2D HT procedure

since the HT squared modulus is estimated the output plane.

Finally, it can be seen that the 2D HT can be estimated

through employing two FTs with a exp(−iπ
2
) phase.

III. THE PROPOSED OPTO-AUDIO CRYPTOSYSTEM

The idea of the proposed opto-audio encryption system

depends on XORing mask by XORing each block of 2D

PABs with a single image selected from a personal image

database that can be viewed as an extra secret key in the

proposed opto-audio cryptosystem. As the utilized personal

image database that contains images of 4∗4 byte size and

since we performXORingmask byXORing each block of 2D

PABs with a single image of 4∗4 byte size selected from the

personal image database, So, the size of each block of 2D

PABs must be the same and equivalent as the size the selected

image from the personal image database. This is the reason

why PAM is segmented into blocks of 4∗4 byte 2D PABs. The

mixed 2D PABs is then transposed using the chaotic LASM

and optically encrypted with HT.

A. PROCESS OF RESHAPING THE 1D DIGITAL

PLAINAUDIO INTO 2D PAM

If S(i),i = 1,2,....k represents the 1D plainaudio of k samples

[S(1), S(2),.....S(k)] where, S(1), S(2),.....S(k) denote each

block of 2D PAM. Assume that F(M ,N ) is the 2D PAM of

M × N size. Then, F(M ,N ) can be defined as:

F(M ,N ) =













F(1),.......F(M )

..

..

..

.F((M − 1) × N + 1),.......F(M × N )













(5)

If each block of 2D PAM S(i),i = 1,2,....k assigns to 2D PAM,

then this can be represented as:

F(m, n) = S((m− 1) ×M + n) (6)
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FIGURE 1. Preprocessing phase steps of XORing the 4 × 4 byte 2D PAB
with the chosen image from the secret image database. (a) Original 4 × 4
byte 2D PAB. (b) The 128-bit selected image. (c) The mixed 2D PAB after
XORing with the 128-bit selected image.

where F(m, n) represents each pixel in the 2D PAM, 1 ≤ m ≤
M ,1 ≤ n ≤ N , and k ≤ M × N . The 2D PAM after the

assignment process can be represented as:

F(M ,N ) =











S(1),...,...,...,S(M )
..
..
..
.S((M − 1) × N + 1),...,S(M )...,S(M × N )











(7)

The 2D PAM looks like 2D image and is known as the audio

map.

B. PRE-PROCESSING STAGE
In the pre-processing stage, a secret database image of 1024

images is used. Each selected image I (m, n) is 128-bit size.

Initially, the user chooses a given image I (m, n), and then

every block of 2D PABs is 128-bit (4∗4 byte size) is XORed

with the chosen image. The preprocessing steps are described

in Fig 1. Fig. 1(a) illustrates a 2D PAB.

Fig. 1(b) shows the chosen image of 128-bit. Fig. 1(c)

shows the mixed 2D PAB after XORing with the chosen

image. As illustrated in Fig. 1(c), the mixed 2D PAB contains

the chosen image that is XORed with the 2D PAB.

C. ENCRYPTION OF THE OPTO-AUDIO CRYPTOSYSTEM
Now, each 2D PAB is firstly masked by XORing with the

chosen secret image. The mixed 2D PAB is then scrambled

using LASM and optically encrypted with 2D HT. The two

random phase diffusers of the 2D HT serve as main encoding

keys. Also, the selected image from the private database and

parameters of LASM can be considered as extra additional

secret keys.

The encryption steps of the proposed opto-audio

cryptosystem are arranged as:
1. Reshape the 1D plainaudio into 2D PAM F(m, n).

2. Divide the 2D PAM into k blocks of 4×4 byte 2D PABs

Fi(m, n), where i = 1, 2, 3, .......k . Each block i of 2D

PABs is termed Fi(m, n).

3. Choose an image I (m, n) from the user secret image

database.

4. Employ XORing mask between the chosen image

I (m, n) and each block i of 2D PABs Fi(m, n).

Xi(m, n) = Fi(m, n) ⊕ I (m, n) (8)

5. Each of the resulted mixed 2D PABs Xi(m, n) is trans-

posed using LASM.

LASM [Xi(m, n)] = LASM [Fi(m, n) ⊕ I (m, n)] (9)

6. Employ 2D-HT opto encryption for each of the resulted

LASM transposed mixed 2D PABs using the two ran-

dom phase diffusers of the 2D HT that serve as the main

two encoding keys.

Ci(m, n) = HT−1[HT[LASM [Fi(m, n) ⊕ I (m, n)]

×exp(j2πθ(m, n))] × exp(j2πω(m, n))]

(10)

7. Collect all encrypted k blocks of 2D cipheraudio blocks

(CABs) Ci(m, n), where i = 1, 2, 3, .......k to produce

the encrypted audio map C(m, n).

C(m, n) = (C1(m, n),C2(m, n),.....,Ck (m, n)) (11)

8. Reshape the encrypted audio blocks C(m, n) into 1D

encrypted audio.

D. DECRYPTION OF THE OPTO-AUDIO CRYPTOSYSTEM

The steps of decryption for the proposed opto-audio cryp-

tosystem can be detailed as follows:
1. Reshape the 1D encrypted audio into 2D cipher audio

map (CAM) C(m, n).

2. Divide the 2DCAM into k blocks of 4×4 byte 2DCABs

Ci(m, n), where i = 1, 2, 3, .......k . Each block i of 2D

CABs is termed Ci(m, n).

3. Employ 2D-HT opto decryption for each of the 2D

CABsCi(m, n) using the conjugate of two random phase

diffusers of the 2D HT that serve as the main two

encoding keys.

Yi(m, n) = HT−1[HT[Ci(m, n) × exp(−j2πω(u, v))]

×exp(−j2πθ(m, n))]

(12)

4. Each of the Hartley transformed 2D CABs Yi(m, n) is

transposed using the inverse of LASM.

LASM−1[Yi(m, n)] = LASM−1[HT−1[HT[Ci(m, n)

×exp(−j2πω(u, v))]

×exp(−j2πθ(m, n))]] (13)

5. Employ XORing mask between the chosen image

I (m, n) and each block i of inverse LASM transposed

audio blocks LASM−1[Yi(m, n)].

Fi(m, n) = LASM−1[HT−1[HT[Ci(m, n)

×exp(−j2πω(u, v))]

×exp(−j2πθ(m, n))]] (14)
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FIGURE 2. The proposed opto-audio cryptosystem using XORing mask
and Hartley transform (HT).

6. Collect all decrypted k blocks of audio (2D PABs)

Fi(m, n), where i = 1, 2, 3, .......k to produce the 2D

PAM F(m, n).

F(m, n) = (F1(m, n),F2(m, n),.....,Fk (m, n)) (15)

7. Reshape the decrypted audio blocks F(m, n) into 1D

audio.

Fig. 2 shows the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem using

XORing mask, LASM, and Hartley transform (HT).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL TESTS

In this section, we also know that 2D HT based opto-audio

encryption is secure and effective encryption. Therefore,

we are primarily interested in exploring the effect of XOR’s

quality improvement on the 2D PABs when mixed with cho-

sen secret images as a pre-processing step prior to LASM

scrambling, and 2D HT based opto encryption. In addition,

we would like to study the quality degradation effects pre-

sented in decrypted audio. This part is sectioned into two

subcategories; the first one is to inquire about the encrypted

audio quality, and the other is to inquire about the decrypted

audio quality. Simulation experiments were conducted on the

Matlab R2017b with Windows 10 environment. The exper-

iments have been conducted using nine collections of audio

samples classified into several types of audio such as Female-

Male, Female, Artificial Frog voice, people, animal, piano,

alarm, music and chimes.

A. QUALITY OF ENCRYPTED AUDIO

The encrypted audio is examined to demonstrate and confirm

the quality improvements introduced by the pre-processing

mask phase by XORing each block of 2D PABs with a

chosen secret image prior to LASM scrambling and 2D

HT-based opto encryption. The proposed opto-audio cryp-

tosystems security is tested against a number of attacks, such

as statistical and differential attacks, known and chosen plain-

text attacks, occlusion attack, additive white Gaussian noise

(AWGN) and multiplicative white Gaussian noise (MWGN)

Attacks, and compression attack. Test results confirm the

dominance of the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem from a

cryptographic perspective.

1) THE RESIDUAL INTELLIGIBILITY

The Female source audio depicted in Fig. 3(a) is ciphered

using DRPE [12], chaotic-DRPE [1], 2D HT-based optical

encryption, and the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem. The

outcomes are illustrated in Figs. 3(b-e). Figs. 4(a-e) show the

Female plainaudio spectrogram, Female cipheraudio spec-

trograms using DRPE, chaotic-DRPE, 2DHT-based optical

encryption, and the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem using

XORing mask, LASM scrambling, and Hartley transform

(HT). Audio encryption looks like random sound without

audio streams. This eliminates plainaudio tones and ensures

that the rest of the intelligence is not valuable to the attackers

in the communication channel.

2) STATISTICAL TESTS

Statistical tests were performed on the proposed opto-audio

cryptosystem to test its effectiveness, which can resist statis-

tical attacks [51]. The statistical experiments are employed

in terms of the spectral distortion (SD) and correlation

coefficient (rPACA) of the cipheraudio with respect to the

plainaudio.

a: CORRELATION COEFFICIENT METRIC

Correlation coefficient evaluation between 2D PABs and

associated 2D CABs is considered a good estimate to assess

the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem encryption quality.

It is calculated as [34], [35]:

rPACA =
covv(PA,CA)

√
D(PA)

√
D(CA)

(16)

where covv(PA,CA) is the covariance between the original

plainaudio PA and the cipheraudio CA.D(PA) andD(CA) are
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FIGURE 3. Female source audio encryption. (a) Female source audio.
(b) Encrypted female audio using DRPE [12]. (c) Encrypted female audio
using chaotic-DRPE [1]. (d) Encrypted female audio using the 2D
HT-based optical encryption. (e) Encrypted female audio using the
proposed opto-audio cryptosystem.

the plainaudio PA and cipheraudio CA variances. In addi-

tion to numerical calculations, the following formulas are

utilized [34]–[35]:

E(PA) =
1

Ns

Ns
∑

i=1

PA(i) (17)

D(PA) =
1

Ns

Ns
∑

i=1

(PA(i) − E(PA))2 (18)

covv(PA,CA) =
1

Ns

Ns
∑

i=1

(PAg(i) − E(PA))(CA(i) − E(CA))

(19)

where Ns represents the number of audio samples used in the

evaluations. Low correlation coefficient rPACA values indicate

excellent encryption quality.

The correlation coefficient results of plainaudio and

cipheraudio signals using DRPE [12], chaotic-DRPE [1], 2D-

HT based opto encryption and the proposed opto-audio cryp-

tosystem for the nine test audio samples are given in Table 2.

It is observed that the correlation coefficients of proposed

FIGURE 4. Spectrogram of encrypted female plainaudio. (a) Female
plainaudio spectrogram. (b) Encrypted female audio spectrogram using
DRPE [12]. (c) Encrypted female audio spectrogram using
chaotic-DRPE [1]. (d) Encrypted female audio spectrogram using the
2DHT-based optical encryption. (e) Encrypted female audio spectrogram
using the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem.

TABLE 2. Correlation Coefficients of DRPE [12], chaotic-DRPE [1],
2DHT-based opto encryption and the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem
for different audio samples.

opto-audio cryptosystem are the smallest ones and almost

zero compared to other encryption schemes.

b: SPECTRAL DISTORTION (SD)

The SD is computed in the frequency domain for

both the plainaudio frequency spectrum and cipheraudio
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TABLE 3. The SD of DRPE [12], chaotic-DRPE [1], 2DHT-based opto
encryption and the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem for different audio
samples.

frequency spectrum. The SD determines how the cipheraudio

spectrum is far from its corresponding plainaudio. It can be

estimated as [36]:

SD =
1

M

M−1
∑

m=0

Nm+N−1
∑

i=Nm
|Sa(i) − Sb(i)| (20)

Here, Sa(i), Sb(i) are the plainaudio spectrum and cipheraudio

spectrum specified in dB for a specific block in the time

domain. M and N are the block number and block size in the

audio.

High SD values indicate excellent encryption quality. The

SD results of plainaudio and cipheraudio using DRPE [12],

chaotic-DRPE [1], 2D-based opto encryption, and the

proposed opto-audio cryptosystem for the nine test audio

samples are given in Table 3. The results illustrated in Table 3

conclude that the plainaudio XORing with the pre-selected

image prior to LASM scrambling and opto encryption

improves the encryption quality and increases SD between

the plainaudio and the cipheraudio. Also, it is observed that

the SD values of proposed opto-audio cryptosystem are the

largest ones compared to other encryption schemes. This

demonstrates and ensures the dominance of the proposed

opto-audio cryptosystem with respect to other encryption

schemes.

3) PLAINAUDIO SENSITIVITY TESTS

The perfect feature of any audio cryptosystem is the critical

sensitivity to small changes in the input plainaudio such as

bit editing of input plainaudio. In general, attackers can only

make a small change, such as changing a bit from the plain-

audio and notifying the effect. In this manner, the attacker

may deduce the important relationship between the input

plainaudio and the output cipheraudio. Small changes in

the input plainaudio can result in significant changes in the

cipheraudio, making the differential attack inefficient and

practically useless [52].

The sensitivity of the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem,

to slight modifications is tested through changing just one

bit value in the chosen plainaudio and notifies the output of

TABLE 4. NPCR of DRPE [12], chaotic-DRPE [1], 2DHT-based opto
encryption and the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem for different audio
samples.

the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem. To test the effect of a

single bit modification of the chosen plainaudio on the whole

cipheraudio, we use two known measures; the number of

pixel changing rate (NPCR) and the unified average changing

intensity (UACI). If we have two cipheraudio signals defined

as G1(x,y) and G2(x,y) correspond to their selected plainau-

dios that have just only a single bit difference, then a bipolar

array T similar to G1 and G2 is defined. Therefore, T(x,y)

is estimated by G1(x,y) and G2(x,y). If G1(x,y) = G2(x,y),

then T(x,y) = 1; Alternatively, T(x,y) = 0. The NPCR can be

calculated as [37]–[39]:

NPCR =

∑

i,j

T (x, y)

MN
x100% (21)

where M defines the height of G1and N defines the width of

G2. The NPCR calculates the different pixel number ratio to

the total pixel number in G1 and G2. The UACI is evaluated

as [37]–[39]:

UACI =
1

MN





∑

x,y

G1(x, y) − G2(x, y)

255



 x100% (22)

It calculates the difference average intensity between

G1 and G2. High NPCR and UACI values ensure good

encryption quality and high sensitivity with respect to small

changes in either the input plainaudio or the chosen image.

The NPCR and UACI results of DRPE [12], chaotic-DRPE

[1], 2D-HT based opto encryption and the proposed opto-

audio cryptosystem for the nine test audio samples are tabu-

lated in Table 4 and Table 5. The results illustrated in Table 4

and Table 5 indicate that the NPCR and UACI values of

proposed opto-audio cryptosystem are the largest ones com-

pared to other encryption schemes. This confirms and ensures

the sensitivity of the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem with

respect to small changes in either the input plainaudio or

the chosen image. Also, the obtained results demonstrate

the efficiency of the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem with

respect to other encryption schemes.
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TABLE 5. UACI of DRPE [12], chaotic-DRPE [1], 2DHT-based opto
encryption and the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem for different audio
samples.

FIGURE 5. Decryption of female audio. (a) Female plainaudio.
(b) Decrypted female audio using DRPE [12]. (c) Decrypted female audio
using chaotic-DRPE [1]. (d) Decrypted female audio using the 2DHT-based
optical encryption. (e) Decrypted female audio using the proposed optical
audio cryptosystem.

B. QUALITY OF DECRYPTED AUDIO

The decrypted audio is examined to demonstrate its

quality with respect to the original plainaudio. The

Female plainaudio is encrypted with DRPE [12], chaotic-

DRPE [1], 2D HT-based optical encryption and the proposed

FIGURE 6. Spectrogram of decrypted female audio. (a) Female
plainaudio spectrogram. (b) Decrypted female audio spectrogram using
DRPE [12]. (c) Decrypted female audio spectrogram using
chaotic-DRPE [1]. (d) Decrypted female audio spectrogram using the
2DHT-based optical encryption. (e) Decrypted female audio spectrogram
using the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem.

opto-audio cryptosystem. After that, the Female cipheraudio

signal is deciphered using DRPE [12], chaotic-DRPE [1],

2D HT-based optical encryption and the proposed opto-audio

cryptosystem. The decryption results are depicted in Figs.

5(b-e). Figs. 6(a-e) show the decrypted Female cipherau-

dio spectrograms using DRPE [12], chaotic-DRPE [1], 2D

HT-based optical encryption and the proposed opto-audio

cryptosystem.

To estimate the semantic quality of decrypted audio, two

metrics are used to assess the quality of the decrypted audio

signal; correlation coefficient and SD. So, the decrypted

audio is compared to plainaudio in terms of SD and corre-

lation coefficient. High correlation coefficient and low SD

values can ensure and guarantee the superiority of the audio

cryptosystem. The SD and correlation coefficient results of

decrypted audio using DRPE [12], chaotic-DRPE [1], 2D

HT-based opto-audio encryption and the proposed opto-audio

cryptosystems for the nine collections of audio samples are

shown in Table 6 and Table 7. The results illustrated in Table 6

and Table 7 indicates that the decrypted audio has better

quality in terms of low SD values that equal zero and high
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TABLE 6. The SD of the decrypted audio using DRPE [12],
chaotic-DRPE [1], 2DHT-based opto encryption and the proposed
opto-audio cryptosystem for different audio samples.

TABLE 7. Correlation coefficients of the decrypted audio using DRPE [12],
chaotic-DRPE [1], 2DHT-based opto encryption and the proposed
opto-audio cryptosystem for different audio samples.

correlation coefficient values that equal 1. The achieved

outcomes shown in Figs. 5-6 and Tables VI-VII ensure

and guarantee the dominance of the proposed opto-audio

cryptosystem.

C. THE EFFECT OF KNOWN PLAINTEXT, CHOSEN

PLAINTEXT, CIPHERTEXT ONLY, AND CHOSEN

CIPHERTEXT ATTACKS
The robustness of the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem

using XORing mask, LASM, and Hartley transform (HT)

is examined against both known plaintext, chosen plain-

text, ciphertext only, and chosen ciphertext attacks using the

impulse function. The Female plainaudio and the artificial

plainaudio for Frog voice are shown in Figs. 7(a) and (b)

are encrypted with the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem

and their corresponding cipheraudio signals are illustrated in

Figs. 7(c) and (d). It is supposed that the original Female

plainaudio and its respective cipheraudio are attacked and the

artificial cipheraudio for Frog voice is attacked. The results of

both known plaintext and chosen plaintext attacks are illus-

trated in Figs. 7(e) and (f), respectively. The results demon-

strate and ensure the robustness of the proposed opto-audio

FIGURE 7. The resistance of the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem
against both known plaintext and chosen plaintext attacks.

cryptosystem with respect to both known plaintext and cho-

sen plaintext attacks. Also, in [53], it is shown that the

chosen plaintext attack is the utmost strong attack. When

the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem has the power of

resisting such type of attack, it is surly that it has the abil-

ity to withstand all other attack types. The proposed opto-

audio cryptosystem is so sensitive with respect to LASM

initial parameters, encoding keys of the 2D HT-based optical

encryption, and the chosen image from the private image

database. If any one of these parameters is modified, the out-

put of the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem would be

completely different. Also, in the optical 2D HT diffusion

procedure, the ciphered value is not just based on its plain

value and the keys but also based on the former plain and
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FIGURE 8. Robustness of the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem against
occlusion attack.

cipher values. Such findings indicate that various encrypted

images have various former plain and cipher values. Hence,

the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem can withstand the

chosen ciphertext attack.

D. THE EFFECT OF OCCLUSION ATTACK

The resistance of the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem

using XORing mask, LASM, and Hartley transform (HT)

against the occluding attack is investigated. The decryption

is performed on the occluded Female-Male cipheraudio with

20%, 40% and 60% occlusion percentages. The respected

deciphered Female-Male audio-audio results with 20%, 40%

and 60% occlusion percentages are depicted in Figs. 8(b), (c),

and (d). The obtained results indicate that themain skeleton of

the Female-Male plainaudio can be recovered and ensure the

robustness of the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem against

occlusion attack.

E. THE EFFECT OF AWGN AND MWGN ATTACKS

The immunity of the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem using

XORing mask, LASM, and Hartley transform (HT) against

AWGN and MWGN is examined during the deciphering

phase. The peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) is utilized for

evaluating the quality of different decrypted audio samples in

the presence of both AWGN and MWGN with different vari-

ances. In all different audio samples, the decryption process

has been employed with the right keys. The PSNR results of

the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem for different decrypted

TABLE 8. The PSNR of the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem for
different decrypted audio samples in the presence of AWGN with
different variances.

FIGURE 9. The Impact of compression on the decrypted audio with
various SNR.

audio samples in the presence of both AWGN and MWGN

with different variances are shown in Table 8 and Table VIV.

The results demonstrated that the different decrypted audio

samples using proposed opto-audio cryptosystem in the pres-

ence of both AWGN and MWGN with different variances

have good PSNR results. The presence of the original plain-

audio can be recognized in all the examined audio sam-

ples. The obtained results ensure the robustness of the pro-

posed opto-audio cryptosystem against certain amount of

both AWGN andMWGN degradation in the encrypted audio.

F. THE EFFECT OF COMPRESSION ON THE DECRYPTED

AUDIO

The effect of compression on the robustness of the proposed

opto-audio cryptosystem using XORing mask, LASM, and

Hartley transform (HT) is inspected.

This is done by investigating the effect of compression

on the cipheraudio with noise existence in the decryp-

tion process. The procedure begins with performing audio

encryption using the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem and

followed by employing audio compression using various

compression ratios with various SNR. Fig. 9 illustrates the

compression effect on the decrypted audio with various

SNR. The results demonstrated that the PSNR of decrypted

audio increases with increasing the compression ratio with

different SNR.
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TABLE 9. The PSNR of the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem for
different decrypted audio samples in the presence of MWGN with
different variances.

TABLE 10. Comparison between the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem
and the other related state-of-the-art methods [22], [40]–[42] for
Female-Male audio.

V. COMPARISON STUDY BETWEEN THE PROPOSED

OPTO-AUDIO CRYPTOSYSTEM AND THE RELATED

STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS

To ensure and confirm the effectiveness of the proposed opto-

audio cryptosystem using XORingmask, LASM, and Hartley

transform (HT), it is compared with the recent state-of-the-art

methods [22], [40], [41], [42] in terms of various metrics like

SD, correlation coefficient, NPCR, and UACI. The compar-

ison study between the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem

and the related state-of-the-art methods [20], [38]–[40] are

employed on the Female-Male audio.

Table 10 shows the results of comparison between

the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem and the related

state-of-the-art methods [22], [40]–[42] for Female-Male

audio. Form the relative results shown in Table VIVI, it is

noted that the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem has the

best SD value. So, the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem

is appreciated and recommended compared to the related

state-of-the-art methods [22], [40]–[42]. With respect to the

similarity between the plainaudio and cipheraudio signals,

the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem correlation coeffi-

cient is the lowest one and nearly almost zero compared

to the related state-of-the-art methods [22], [40]–[42]. Also,

It is observed that the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem

gives high NPCR and UACI values compared to the related

state-of-the-art methods [22], [40]–[42].

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has introduced an effective secure opto-audio

cryptosystem that protects audio data. The proposed

opto-audio cryptosystem is based on the XORing mask

process, LASM scrambling, and the optical encryption

using 2D-HT. Experimental investigations confirmed the

vulnerability of the proposed opto-audio cryptosystem sys-

tem with respect to statistical and differential attacks, known

and chosen plaintext attacks, occlusion attack, AWGN and

MWGN Attacks, and compression attack. The proposed

scheme introduces a specific XORing mask process that

enhances the security of the proposed opto-audio cipher.

A standalone image database is used to improve data security,

provide additional keys and monitor authentication. Exper-

imental tests have confirmed that the proposed opto-audio

cryptosystem have no effect on the quality of the decrypted

audio.
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